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Introduction

Dispute resolution has been most often associated with marital and other family matters. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a vast field. In Pakistan, ADR is not a new concept. In fact, dispute resolution in Pakistan is, in one form or another, as old as the country itself. Parties have presented disputes to Panchaiats or Jirgas - committee of honorable elders of the community. Pakistan already has certain legislation in the field of Family Laws relating to marital dispute where dispute must first be attempted to be resolved through mediation and conciliation and only upon failure of conciliation parties can go to courts.

In the Indo-Pak Subcontinents, ADR is centuries old called the “Panchaiat” or “Jirga” system in rural areas wherein all disputes were brought before a committee of (respectable and honorable) elders, whose decision was accepted by the parties, and no party could afford to disagree with the decision because of social rejection by the Society.